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Abstract: Traditional hot spot and cluster analysis techniques based on the Euclidean distance may
not be adequate for assessing high-risk locations related to crashes. This is because crashes occur on
transportation networks where the spatial distance is network-based. Therefore, this research aims to
conduct spatial analysis to identify clusters of high- and low-risk crash locations. Using vulnerable
road users’ crash data of San Francisco, the first step in the workflow involves using Ripley’s K-and
G-functions to detect the presence of clustering patterns and to identify their threshold distance.
Next, the threshold distance is incorporated into the Getis-Ord Gi* method to identify local hot
and cold spots. The analysis demonstrates that the network-constrained G-function can effectively
define the appropriate threshold distances for spatial correlation analysis. This workflow can serve
as an analytical template to aid planners in improving their threshold distance selection for hot spot
analysis as it employs actual road-network distances to produce more accurate results, which is
especially relevant when assessing discrete-data phenomena such as crashes.

Keywords: threshold distance; hot spot prediction accuracy; Ripley’s K/G-function; Getis-Ord Gi*;
vulnerable road users; crash analysis in GIS

1. Introduction

Vulnerable road users include pedestrians, bicyclists, and some small motorized
(2-wheeler and 3-wheeler) vehicles. The proportion of crashes involving vulnerable road
users in the United States is approximately 34%, and they mostly occur in urban areas [1].
Among pedestrians, children, the elderly, and people with impairments or disabilities
are most commonly involved in crashes [2]. The most common spatial analysis methods
used by researchers to find crash clusters in road networks are Moran’s Index (also known
as Moran’s I), Getis-Ord Gi*, Kernel Density Estimation, and Ripley’s K-function [2–4].
Patrick Moran introduced the concept of spatial autocorrelation in 1948 and modified it in
1950, which measures multi-dimensional autocorrelation and clustering in space through
Moran’s Index [5,6]. In 1976 and 1977, another scientist, Dr. Brian Ripley, introduced
another method (Ripley’s K-function) for the identification of spatial patterns of points in
space [7]. Later, in 1992, Getis and Ord introduced Getis-Ord Gi* statistics for the study
of local patterns in spatial data, and in 1995, modifications were made to the method,
and spatial weights were introduced to identify a correlation between nearby spatial data
points [8,9]. In 1993 and 1995, Luc Anselin further contributed to the field by introducing the
Local Indicator of Spatial Association (LISA), which measures the local spatial association
and differs from Getis-Ord Gi* statistics [10]. Kernel density estimation evolved over the
period of decades, whereas its foundation was laid by Rosenblatt in the 1950s. Moran’s
Index requires testing a null hypothesis of spatial randomness [6]. The method can use
Monte Carlo simulations to randomly distribute points on the network to conduct the
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test. Moran’s Index and Getis-Ord Gi* methods tend to provide better results than the
K-function, but they are more sensitive to the selection bias of threshold distances for spatial
analysis [11]. The threshold distance is a cutoff distance used to define the scale of analysis
to reveal spatial autocorrelation [12]; therefore, choosing an appropriate threshold distance
is particularly important because different scales of analysis can lead to different results
and conclusions. Finding crash clusters is crucial in order to proactively address road safety
issues and use data-based strategies to reduce crash injury severity and frequencies.

Most spatial analysis methods use an Euclidean distance between events to estimate
their spatial dependence based on the notion that events closer together are more similar
than events farther apart [13]. The main limitation of such methods is that they cannot
account for the actual travel distance constrained by the road network [14,15]. There is no
agreed best method to select the threshold distance for estimating spatial dependence [12].
The threshold distance used to estimate spatial autocorrelation plays a key role in iden-
tifying clusters. Using Euclidean distances for weighted matrices rather than network
distances may incorrectly show clustering when one does not exist, and vice versa [16–25].
Figure 1 illustrates a scenario that further explains the reason for the differences in threshold
distances. The scenario is that one crash occurred on a bridge crossing a highway and the
other occurred under the bridge on the highway. The illustration shows that the Euclidean
distance is much shorter than the network-constrained distance. This scenario highlights
why using network-constrained distances would provide more accurate results in crash
cluster analysis, which also agrees with the previous findings [15].
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Figure 1. Comparison of Euclidean Distance and Network Constraint Distance.

Other studies have used incremental spatial autocorrelation with Moran’s Index to
find an appropriate threshold distance using Euclidean distance measurements; however,
they later used networked constrained spatial autocorrelation to identify hot spots [18,19].
It is evident from the literature that the researchers either did not discuss a method of
threshold distance selection [21,26], assumed a threshold distance [11,27], or searched for
a threshold distance by performing incremental spatial autocorrelation using Moran’s I
analysis [19,28].

The objective of this research is to propose the use of an alternate method based on
network-constrained point pattern analysis. This is in contrast to the typically used method
based on the Euclidean distance for finding the threshold distance for hot spot analysis
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and to evaluate the prediction accuracy by comparing the results with the outcome of
the methods that have already been used by researchers. In this study, we hypothesize
that network-constrained point pattern analysis will yield different threshold distances
for crash hot spots compared to the conventional Euclidean distance method, and the
predictions from the alternate method will demonstrate comparable accuracy when eval-
uated against the established techniques. These results aim to address the question: Can
network-constrained point pattern analysis accurately identify crash hot spots comparable
to Euclidean methods?

The implication is that decision-makers may not have the best information to make op-
timal decisions toward crash mitigation. To the best of our knowledge, researchers have not
used Ripley’s G- and K-functions with network-constrained distances to account for actual
travel distances in crash hot spot analysis. We fill this gap with the following contributions:

1. Developed a framework of an alternate method to identify the clustering strength and
threshold distance for network-constrained hot spot analysis.

2. Demonstrated the use of the cross-K- and cross-G-functions to select the best crash
hot spots among different outcomes.

It should be noted that the G-function and K-function are point pattern analyses and
do not take any quantitative values for calculation, whereas Global Moran’s Index takes a
quantitative value for calculation, which is injury severity level in this study. To overcome
this limitation, we used Getis-Ord Gi* statistics after the G-/K-functions and after Global
Moran’s Index analysis. The framework of the proposed methodology can be used for any
kind of crash data. According to the research note published by the National Highway
Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA), over the last decade, a gradual increase in the
proportion of Vulnerable Road Users (VRU) annual fatal crashes was observed and reached
a high of 34% of total fatal crashes in 2019 in the U.S. [1]. In this study, we used the crash
data of Vulnerable Road Users (VRU), specifically bicyclists and pedestrians, from the city
of San Francisco, which are readily available.

The organization of the rest of this paper is as follows: Section 2 presents a literature
review of related works. The methodology used in this study is explained in Section 3. The
results are discussed in Section 4, and Section 5 presents the conclusions.

2. Literature Review

Multiple attributes, such as human error, traffic violations, and driving behavior,
may be associated with crashes. Examples of the latter include speeding, inaccurate as-
sumptions about other driver actions, failure to fasten seat belts, compromised sobriety,
unsafe maneuvering, and tailgating [29–32]. Plotting crash locations on a map using a
geographical information system (GIS) helps to visualize and identify hot spots that are
high-risk locations. Analysts use different methods to identify hot spots, which are location
clusters with statistical significance. Shahzad (2020) reviewed more than 80 articles and
found that most analysts used Getis-Ord Gi* (30%), followed by kernel density estimation
(KDE) (27%) and Moran’s Index analysis (22%) [3]. The approaches to identifying hot spots
were based on a single method or a sequence of methods. Clustering methods for crashes
have been employed since the early 1990s using individual crash points (latitude and
longitude) as well as event-based approaches and link-based approaches [4]. For example,
Erdogan et al. (2008) used KDE to identify high-density crash locations [33]. Gundogdu
(2010) used Getis-Ord Gi* only to screen for hot spots [34]. Manepalli et al. (2011) used both
Getis-Ord Gi* and KDE to map the hot spots that both methods identified [35]. Cáceres
(2011) applied Getis-Ord Gi* and Moran’s I spatial autocorrelation to the same data to
validate hot spot locations [36]. In another study [22], the Global Moran’s Index is used
to identify the spatial pattern of data such as random, dispersed, or clustered data, and
then the Getis-Ord Gi* or Local Moran’s Index is used [22]. The most common workflow
was the use of Moran’s I to determine a threshold distance in the spatial autocorrela-
tion and then apply Getis-Ord Gi* with that threshold distance, followed by KDE. The
researchers used either planar space or linear networks in their spatial autocorrelation
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methods [14,15,37]. However, the studies found that network-based analysis produced
more accurate results [3,11,19,26,38,39]. Another method to identify hot zones in multi-
variate modeling was through the use of the Mahalanobis distance [40,41]. By factoring in
correlations between variables (e.g., location, time, weather, vehicle types), the Mahalanobis
distance reveals hidden crash patterns that are missed by the traditional measures. An
overview of the previous methodology used in the spatial analysis of crash data, including
diagrams of the spatial analysis procedure used by researchers, is presented in Figure 2. In
Figure 2, workflow 1 was used by [22,33,36], [22,36] then applied workflow 2 and workflow
3 after workflow 1; [15,22,26,34,38,42] employed workflow 3 and workflow 4; [18,19,21]
employed workflow 5 and workflow 6 to find critical hot spots; workflow 7 was followed
by [43,44] to identify hazardous locations for crashes.
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Our literature review did not find any research that applied Moran’s I to identify
clusters based on network-constrained analysis and then to find a threshold distance
that would inform a subsequent network-constrained Getis-Ord Gi* hot spot analysis.
This is important because using the Euclidean—or any other distance method other than
the network-constrained distance—to find the threshold distance can lead to inaccurate
results. Secondly, the use of the distance type should be the same across all the methods
used in a sequence. For example, the only ready-to-use tool available in ArcGIS Map
and ArcGIS Pro for finding the threshold distance is “Incremental Spatial Autocorrelation
(ISA)”, which is based on the Global Moran’s I. ISA does not allow users to change the
distance type used in the calculations other than Euclidean and Manhattan. However, in the
case of Getis-Ord Gi*, users are given the option to switch between several distance types,
including the actual network distances (calculated separately). To address this limitation,
this research used Ripley’s K- and G-functions instead of ISA (Global Moran’s I), as shown
in Figure 2, as the proposed workflow at number 8. Point pattern analysis and Moran’s
Index are both statistical methods used to analyze spatial data, but they have some key
differences. Point pattern analysis is used to identify patterns in the data—such as clusters
or dispersion—at a local scale, while the Global Moran’s Index is used to measure the
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overall spatial autocorrelation for the entire dataset. Researchers have used this to find
the threshold distance using the incremental spatial autocorrelation method. It is worth
noting that the Local Moran’s Index helps to identify clustering at a local scale; however,
estimating the threshold distance through the Local Moran’s Index involves a manual
iterative process that could lead to precision errors. The K- and G-functions are used for
point pattern analysis and are different from Moran’s Index because point pattern analysis
methods are not sensitive to outliers, but may make assumptions about the underlying
point process. On the other hand, Moran’s Index can be affected by outliers and makes
assumptions, such as the normality and stationarity of the data. Additionally, Moran’s
Index uses a quantitative value of the event to identify spatial autocorrelation among events.
Figure 3 summarizes the distribution of the methods used based on the literature review.
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The proportion of the frequency of the use of the methods in our reviewed literature
are further summarized in Table 1, along with their general pros and cons.

Table 1. Summary of Methods Used in Reviewed Literature.

Method Articles Pros Cons

1. Kernel density
estimation [26,33,35,38,39,45–48]

KDE can be employed to
visualize crash densities across
various geographical regions.
The smoothness of the density
surface is conditional upon the

careful selection of the
appropriate bandwidth.

Network-Constrained KDE
offers an enhanced level of

accuracy by providing
route-specific density

information.

KDE results are overly sensitive to the
choice of bandwidth. The resulting

density estimates can exhibit
variations when different kernel

shapes are employed, for example,
Gaussian, Epanechnikov.

Furthermore, the computational
process might become demanding,
especially when dealing with larger

geographical areas and more
extensive datasets and network

constrained estimation.

2. Getis-Ord Gi* [11,19,21,22,26,34–36,42,48]

Getis-Ord Gi* effectively
identifies clustering patterns of

high-high or low-low values.
High-high clusters, known as

hot spots, are characterized by a
highz-score and a small p-value.

Conversely, low-low clusters,
referred to as cold spots, involve

a low negativez-score and a
small p-value.

The Gi* statistics are sensitive to the
choice of threshold distance.

Moreover, employing various distance
methods (such as Manhattan,

Euclidean, or actual network distance)
can yield divergent outcomes. Hence,
it is crucial to opt for an appropriate

distance method to establish accurate
spatial relationships.
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Table 1. Cont.

Method Articles Pros Cons

3. Moran’s Index [11,19,21,22,36,47]

Moran’s Index is used to identify
the clustering or dispersion in

data based on spatial
autocorrelation supported

byz-score and p-value. The null
hypothesis used in Moran’s

Index is that “the values of the
features are spatially

uncorrelated” [49]. Using the
Incremental Spatial

Autocorrelation tool, a threshold
distance to be used in Local
Moran’s I and Getis-Ord Gi*

analysis is calculated.

Similar to Getis-Ord Gi*, Local
Moran’s I is also influenced by scale
and sensitive to a threshold distance,
which can be identified in advance

through the Incremental Spatial
Autocorrelation method or the

method we are proposing in this
research, i.e., K-function and

G-function method. Furthermore,
inappropriate distance method

selection may lead to an inaccurate
Moran’s I result.

4. Ripley’s
K-function [11,26,38,42,50]

Ripley’s K-function is used to
identify spatial patterns of data

(clustering, dispersion, or
randomness). K-function can be

used on both local and global
scales. A network restraint
K-function provides more

accurate results in case of crash
data. Additionally, the
K-function enables the

comparison of spatial patterns
between two distinct datasets.

Unlike Moran’s I, K-function lacks
consideration of attribute values, thus

not providing insights into the
underlying causes of spatial patterns.
Similar to Getis-Ord Gi* and Moran’s
I, Ripley’s K-function results are also

dependent on the type of distance
method used. The calculation process
may be computationally extensive in

cases of network restraint Ripley’s
K-function.

5. Other
methods [42–47,51] - -

The other methods category in Table 1 included econometric modeling, DBSCAN
clustering, K-means clustering, Geographically Weighted Regression (GWR), machine
learning approaches, and buffer analysis.

3. Methodology

The following subsections describe the study area, the data sources, and the methods
developed to identify the crash clusters that involved vulnerable road users.

3.1. Study Area and Data

The study area was San Francisco, a California city and county that spans 46.9 square
miles with a 2020 population of 0.875 million. The city of San Francisco was selected because
of the availability of the crash data and its touristic importance in the U.S. According to the
International Trade Administration (ITA) USA, San Francisco is among the top 10 cities in
the U.S. visited by overseas tourists. In 2020, more than 400,000 foreigners visited San Fran-
cisco and the number of domestic tourists is even higher [52]. The implication is that there
are many vulnerable road users in San Francisco, which provides a good case study. This
case study uses two major data sets: crashes and the road network. TransBase Dashboard
was the source of the crash dataset [53]. Among the 15,285 crashes that occurred between
2017–2021, a total of 5509 involved vulnerable road users (pedestrians and bicyclists). The
hot spot analysis used 3816 (69.27%) data points from 1 January 2017 to 31 December 2019,
(Table 2), and we used this data for training purposes. We used the remaining data set
of 1693 (30.73%) crash points from 2020–2021 for testing the temporal robustness of the
methods and evaluating the prediction accuracy of our suggested methodology based
on the presence of clusters. Figure 4 depicts the study area and plots the crash locations
as points.
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Table 2. Proportions of Severity Levels in the Training Dataset.

Severity Level KABCO
Scale [54]

2017–2019 2020–2021

Bikes Pedestrian Total (%) Bikes Pedestrian Total (%)

Fatal Crash K 5 46 51 (1.30%) 2 18 20 (1.20%)
Injury (Severe) A 106 299 405 (10.6%) 54 160 214 (12.6%)
Injury (Other Visible) B 585 736 1321 (34.6%) 269 329 598 (35.3%)
Injury (Complaint of Pain) C 698 1341 2039 (53.4%) 309 552 861 (50.9%)

Total 1394 2422 3816 (69.3%) 634 1059 1693 (30.7%)

The dataset contained only four severity levels of the KABCO scale [54]: fatal crashes
(K), severe injury (A), other visible injury (B), and injuries with complaints of pain (C).
ESRI’s ArcGIS StreetMap and speed profile data sources were used to estimate the travel
time between the shortest travel distances among crash points on the road network. The
ESRI speed variation data were based on hours of the day. Comparing a random subset of
20 distances and travel times from Google Maps with the results obtained from the network
analyst using ESRI ArcGIS Pro 2.8 validated the accuracy of the topology and the hierarchy
of the route selection. The road network was clipped to focus the analysis on the study area
using the Clip tool in ArcGIS. The maps for both datasets used the WGS 1984 UTM Zone
15N-projected coordinate system with length and distance units in meters and speed units
in kilometers per hour.

3.2. Methods

To achieve the goals of this research, we used a scenario-based methodology to eval-
uate alternative methods of finding threshold distances for crash hot spot analysis. In
Scenario 1, we conducted clustering analysis using Ripley’s K-function with the actual
road network distances as spatial weights for the testing data. Ripley’s K-function only
identifies whether the crash data exhibit clustering. Subsequently, we use the G-function to
find the maximum distance from each crash location to all other crash locations found in
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the respective cluster. This maximum distance became the threshold distance to be used
in the hot spot analysis. Next, we conducted hot spot analysis using the Getis-Ord Gi*
method to find hot and cold spots of crash locations.

In Scenario 2, we repeated the methodology that is commonly applied in the literature.
First, we conducted ISA, which utilizes the Global Moran’s Index method with Euclidean
distances for the conceptualization of spatial relationships among crashes. The outcome
of the ISA established the threshold distance. Parallel to the ISA, we estimated the spatial
weights using the actual road network distances. The “Generate Network Spatial Weights”
tool of ArcGIS Pro provided the spatial weights. The spatial weights and threshold distance
from the ISA were inputs for the subsequent Getis-Ord Gi* hot spot analysis, which
provided hot and cold spots of crashes.

Finally, we compared the two scenarios using the cross-K-function and cross-G-
function [14,55,56]. The testing data (2020–2021 data) are used as reference points and the
outcome of scenario 1 and scenario 2 is used to find their accuracy. Among scenario 1
and scenario 2, the one that showed the most clusters was considered the more accurate
scenario for finding hot spots and cold spots [14]. The subsequent sections of this paper
discuss the details of the application of the cross-K-function and cross-G-function. Figure 5
presents a flow chart of the analytical workflow.
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Figure 5. Analytical Workflow.

In summary, we employed two distinct methods during the initial phase: (1) network-
constrained point pattern analysis (utilizing Ripley’s K-function and G-function) and (2) the
Moran’s Index method followed by Getis-Ord Gi* to identify crash hot spots and cold spots.
We then compared the results of these two approaches using a separate testing dataset
that was not employed in the initial phase. To ascertain the temporal robustness of the
identified hot and cold spots, we employed the cross-K-function and cross-G-function. Our
accuracy determination is based on whether the crashes from the testing dataset cluster
around the predicted hot and cold spots or vice versa.
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3.3. Network-Constrained Point Pattern Analysis: K-Function and G-Function

Ripley’s K-function is one of the most widely used methods of second-order point
pattern analysis. The function summarizes the spatial dependence among data instances as
a function of their separation distance. Ripley (1976) described the K-function for planer
space [57]. Okabe and Sugihara (2012) later incorporated network constraints [14]. The
K-function tests the spatial distribution of points relative to a random distribution at
various spatial scales [15]. A Monte Carlo simulation can produce random reference data
by creating random sample points on the network links. The K-function is:

K̂(r) =
1

n(n− 1)∑
n
i=1 ∑n

j=1,j 6=i 1
{

Dij ≤ r
}

(1)

where K̂(r) is the network value for all points where Dij ≤ r. Dij is the distance between
point i to point j, and n is the number of points on a road network [55].

Most spatial autocorrelation tools require a threshold distance to detect clustering.
Previous work in network-constrained local spatial autocorrelation identified the threshold
distance manually by iterating the Moran’s I calculation across various distances [19]. The
“Incremental Spatial Autocorrelation” tool of ArcGIS Pro calculates the Moran’s Index
as a function of the distance up to a predefined maximum distance, and then selects
the threshold distance for location autocorrelation analysis based on a peakz-statistic.
Alternatively, the G-function, which is a modified version of the K-function, can directly
compute a threshold distance [58]. The G-function is a pairwise correlation function that
considers a subset of points that are within a narrow distance band. The G-function is as
follows [55,56]:

Ĝ(r) =
1

(n− 1)/Lt∑
n
i=1 ∑n

j=1,j 6=i 1
{

Dij ≤ r
}

(2)

where Lt is the total length of the network.
The workflow of this research used the cross-K-function to evaluate the accuracy

of the cluster identification method. The cross-K-function helps to identify whether two
points—points “a” and “b”—in two different datasets tend to be in proximity and follow a
clustering pattern. The cross-K-function is:

ĈrossK(r) =
1

(nanb)
∑na

i=1 ∑nb
j=1 1

{
Dij ≤ r

}
(3)

3.4. Incremental Spatial Autocorrelation: Global Moran’s Index Analysis

Global Moran’s I is a statistical method that measures multi-dimensional and multi-
directional spatial autocorrelation, which is a measure of the spatial dependency of the
analyzed features [5,6]. Moran’s I statistics cover both the location of a feature and its
attribute value simultaneously by defining its spatial co-variance of heterogeneity. The
value of Moran’s I defines three pattern forms: dispersed, random, and clustered. The
index value is as follows:

I =
N∑i ∑j Wij

(
Xi − X

)(
Xj − X

)(
∑i ∑j Wij

)
Wij∑

(
Xi − X

)(
Xj − X

)2 (4)

where N is the number of instances, Xi is the variable value at a particular location, Xj is
the variable value at another location, X is the mean value of the variable, and Wij is the
distance weight between location i and location j.

The spatial statistics function from the ArcGIS Pro toolkit: Incremental Spatial Auto-
correlation analyzes the spatial autocorrelation of crashes using Global Moran’s I. Global
Moran’s I: the calculated Moran’s Index values are associated with a z-score that statisti-
cally explains the existence of clusters. The Moran’s Index ranges between +1 and −1. A
value that approaches +1 suggests that there is clustering, a value near 0 suggests that the
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pattern is randomly dispersed, and a value that approaches −1 suggests that the pattern is
dispersion or that there is spatial heterogeneity [21,22,59,60]. The null hypothesis of the
statistical test on the z-score is that the data form a spatially random pattern. Hence, a
p-value associated with thez-score that rejects the null hypothesis suggests that there is
spatial clustering. The standardized z-score is:

Z =
I − E(I)√

VAR(I)
(5)

E(I) =
−1

(N − 1)
(6)

VAR(I) = E
(

I2
)
− E(I)2 (7)

A z-score that is large enough to indicate a significant difference from randomness
warrants further analysis to detect hot spots. The Incremental Spatial Autocorrelation
identified a threshold distance for the subsequent hot spot analysis [35].

3.5. Advantages, Disadvantages, and Limitations

The advantages, disadvantages, and limitations of using points pattern analysis meth-
ods (K- and G-functions) and the Moran’s Index method are discussed in Tables 3 and 4.

Table 3. Advantages of Using Ripley’s K-/G-Function and Moran’s Index Method.

Ripley’s K- and G-Function Moran’s Index:

Advantages:

1. Detection of different types of spatial patterns: Both the K- and
G-functions can detect clustering as well as the dispersion in
point patterns.

2. Versatility: Both the K- and G-functions can be applied to a wide
range of datasets, including both continuous and categorical
variables.

3. Scale-invariance: These methods are scale-invariant, meaning that
the results will not be affected by changes in the scale of the data.

4. Multi-scale analysis: Both the K-and G-functions can be used to
study spatial patterns over multiple scales, unlike Moran’s Index.

5. Topology: Network Constrained K-and G-function application
available using R-Package (SpNetwork).

Advantages:

1. Simplicity: The method is easy to understand and
calculate, making it accessible to a wide range of
users, including those with limited statistical
expertise.

2. Flexibility: Moran’s Index can be applied to a wide
range of datasets, including both continuous and
categorical variables.

3. Interpretability: The resulting index can be
interpreted straightforwardly, with positive values
indicating clustering and negative values
indicating dispersions.

Table 4. Disadvantages and Limitations of Using Ripley’s K-/G-Function and Moran’s Index Method.

Ripley’s K- and G-Function Moran’s Index:

Disadvantages and Limitations:

1. Complexity: Both the K- and G-functions are more complex
to understand and calculate than Moran’s Index and may
require more advanced statistical expertise.

2. Computationally intensive: These methods can be
computationally intensive, particularly when dealing with
large datasets.

3. Assumptions: Both the K- and G-functions make
assumptions about the underlying point process, such as
the assumption of complete spatial randomness (CSR). If
these assumptions are not met, the results may not be
reliable.

4. Not sensitive to outliers: Both the K- and G-functions are
not affected by outliers in the data, unlike Moran’s Index.

Disadvantages and Limitations:

1. Sensitivity to outliers: The method can be sensitive to outliers in the
data, which can affect the overall index value and make it difficult to
interpret.

2. Limited discrimination: Moran’s Index is only able to detect overall
spatial autocorrelation and is not able to distinguish between different
types of spatial patterns such as clustering or dispersion.

3. Scale dependence: The method is typically only used to study patterns
at the local scale and does not consider spatial patterns at larger scales.
It should be noted here that Global Moran’s Index provided an
assessment of the overall spatial distribution of point data observations.

4. Assumptions: Moran’s Index method has certain assumptions such as
normality and stationarity of the data, if these assumptions are not met,
the results may not be reliable.
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3.6. Network Constraint Local Indicator of Clusters: Getis-Ord Gi* Statistics

Getis-Ord Gi* (Gi*) identifies the location of incidence clusters based on statistical
significance [8,9,35]. Gi* identifies the degree to which features within a certain distance
(spatial lag) with high or low values surround a feature. The method calculates az-score
that indicates the concentration ratio of a point feature surrounded by other point features
with similar values, for example, features with high values surrounded by others with
high values (high-high). Similarly, the method identifies points with low feature values
surrounded by other points with low feature values (low-low). Highz-scores suggest the
presence of a point cluster with high feature values. Similarly, lowz-scores suggest the
presence of a point cluster with low feature values (cold spot). The calculation of Gi* is:

G*
i (d) =

∑n
j=1 Wij(d)xj − X∑n

j=1 Wij(d)

S

√
[n∑n

j=1 W2
ij(d)−

(
∑n

j=1 Wij(d))2]

n−1

(8)

where G∗i is thez-score, for instance, i within a distance d of instance j. The value xj is
the feature value, for j within distance d of instance i. Wij(d) is a binary spatial weight
matrix as a function of the network travel distance d between instances i and j. The value
n is the total number of instances under analysis. The weight matrix entry is 1 and 0 for
instances that the method considers to be neighbors or not, respectively [42]. The method
used the threshold distance obtained from the G-function to estimate the weight matrix.
The value X is:

X =
∑n

j=1 xj

n
(9)

and the value S is:

S =

√
∑n

j=1 xj

n
− X2 (10)

The analysis must then evaluate thez-score associated with the Gi* statistic within
confidence intervals of 99%, 95%, and 90% [36,61]. One limitation we observed in the data
was missing information in the elevation data. This is important because crashes that occur
at locations such as underpasses and elevated structures, such as flyovers, can affect the
network constraint distance, which may lead to some calculation errors.

3.7. Definition of Hot Spots and Cold Spots

The definitions of hot and cold spots vary depending on the context and method used.
For example, in one study, the method used to identify crash hot spots considered the
number of serious injury crashes that took place within a defined segment length (500 m)
over a span of 3 years, or if the number of fatalities was equal to or greater than 10 [62].
In our study, hot spots are locations where the Getis-Ord GI* statistics are positive with a
significantz-score at a confidence level of 90% and above. Similarly, cold spots are locations
where the Getis-Ord Gi* statistics are negative with a significantz-score at a confidence
level of 90% and above. In other words, if there is a cluster of crashes where high injury
severity crashes are surrounded by other high injury severity crashes, it is referred to as a
hot spot. Conversely, if there is a cluster of low injury severity crashes surrounded by other
low injury severity crashes, it is known as a cold spot.

4. Results and Discussion

The point pattern analysis was carried out using the “SpNetwork” package devel-
oped by [55]. The package estimated the K-function and G-function values to identify the
threshold distance, which the workflow later used to perform hot spot analysis. The hy-
pothesis testing used 1000 Monte Carlo simulations, implemented with the R programming
language, to create a random spatial distribution of crash locations on the road network.
The distance increments for the function values were 50 m. The method considered the
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distribution of crashes to be clustered if the K̂(r) value was greater than the confidence
envelope of the random distribution. Values of K̂(r) that were within the confidence enve-
lope indicated a random distribution, while K̂(r) values below the confidence envelope
indicated a dispersion of crash events on the road network. Figure 6 presents the spatial
distribution of the vulnerable road user crashes that occurred between 2017 and 2019. The
ArcGIS Pro “Generate Network Spatial Weights” tool, available in the ESRI’s StreetMap
road network, produced the spatial weights matrix. The cut-off distance parameter of the
tool was set to the threshold distance obtained from the G-function.
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In Figure 6, the solid line is based on the G- and K-function values of the crash locations.
The envelope bounded by upper and lower dashed lines indicates the expected K-value
for spatial randomness at a significance level of 0.05. The x-axis shows the distance in
meters. The G-function indicated that the threshold distance for clustering was 2300 m
(Figure 6a). The K-function indicated that, within a 95% confidence interval, there is
a significant clustering of vulnerable road user crashes up to 3600 m (Figure 6b). The
threshold distance obtained from the Global Moran’s I calculation used a weights matrix
based on the Euclidean distances. The “incremental spatial autocorrelation” tool in ArcGIS
Pro calculated the Global Moran’s I with the Euclidean distances to produce the threshold
distance [63]. The starting distance was set to 50 m and the increment was 50 m. The results
showed two peaks of the Moran’s Index z-score: the first peak was at 150 m (z-score = 3.143,
Moran’s I = 0.039), and the next peak, before losing the strength of spatial autocorrelation,
was at 1400 m (z-score = 5.699, Moran’s I = 0.009). The analysis selected the threshold
distance at the second peak at 1400 m because the clustering was more pronounced there.
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The threshold distances obtained from both the G- and K-functions were greater than
those obtained from the Global Moran’s I calculation because the latter used the Euclidean
distance between points.

Figure 7a shows the results of the Getis-Ord Gi* hot spot analysis using network-
constrained travel distances. Figure 7b shows the results based on Moran’s I Euclidean
threshold distance of 1400 m. The Gi* method based on network threshold distances
included 16.3% more locations in the combined hot and cold spots (Figure 8). Speed
and congestion differences in the downtown area relative to the rest of the city may
have influenced the separation of the hot and cold spots. This satisfies the intuition that
vulnerable road users are more at risk where speed limits are higher, or equivalently, where
traffic is less congested [64–66].

The injury severity proportions for the hot spot locations based on the Gi* method
using network distance thresholds were 2.3% (12), 15.8% (83), 41% (215), and 41% (215) for
fatal, severe, visible, and pain injuries, respectively. Comparatively, the proportions using
the Euclidean distance threshold were 1.6% (7), 17.3% (74), 41.1% (176), and 42.3% (181) for
fatal, severe, visible, and pain injuries, respectively. As shown in Figure 8, the proportion
of crash injury severity was 1.1% (16), 9.6% (138), 40.7% (548), and 48.5% (48.5%) for fatal,
severe, visible, and pain injuries (when G-Function is used for finding threshold distance).
Similarly, for the Gi*-based cold spot locations, the proportions of injury severity of crashes
identified as cold spots using the Euclidean distance were 1.0% (16), 7.9% (117), 34.6% (512),
and 54.5% (836) for fatal, severe, visible, and pain injuries.
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Figure 9C,F shows the hot spots around the I-280 (freeway). As explained in Figure 1,
Moran’s Index uses the Euclidean distance and therefore identified more hot spots because
it ignored the network topology. However, the G-function incorporated the network
topology and, therefore, identified fewer hot spots (15 vs. 29) with Getis-Ord Gi*, as shown
in Figure 9C. Figure 10 shows the difference between the results of the two scenarios
by highlighting the common hot/cold spots and unique spots identified by each of the
scenarios. There are unique locations that were identified in Scenario 1 but were not
identified in Scenario 2. These unique locations are presented in yellow triangles. Similarly,
the green stars are the unique locations that were identified in Scenario 2 but were not
identified in Scenario 1.

Figure 11 presents a more detailed comparison of the hot and cold spots at 90%, 95%,
and 99% confidence levels based on the results of the Gi* hot spot analysis. The number of
insignificant crash locations for each crash severity category is based less on the network
threshold distances derived from the G-function than for those derived using Moran’s I
method with Euclidean distance thresholds. Conversely, for each crash severity category at
the 0.1 significance level (90% confidence level) of clustering, the number of hot spots with
the G-function-derived network distance threshold was greater.
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The workflow presented in Figure 5 shows that the cross-K-function and cross-G-
function tested the accuracy of Scenario 1 and Scenario 2. The workflow used vulnerable
road user crash data for the years 2020 and 2021 (testing data) to check whether the crash
locations tended to cluster around the predicted hot spots to show a spatial correlation
between datasets [50]. Figure 12 shows the results of the cross-K-function and the cross-G-
function. The empirical cross-K-function and cross-G-function values in Figure 12a,b for
Scenario 1 are higher than those of Figure 12c,d for Scenario 2. The observed G-function
value in Figure 12b remained above the upper envelope curve at a 0.05 significance level
until 3600 m, with more crash points above the grey area of randomness.
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In Figure 12d, the observed G-function remained above the 0.05 significance level
up to 3400 m, with fewer crash points showing a cluster pattern. The interpretation of
this result is that the predicted crashes clustered around the same hot spots. The Y-axis of
the cross-K-function shows the cumulative number of crash points, whereas that of the
cross-G-function does not. The main conclusion from these results is that the vulnerable
road user crashes that occurred in 2020–2021 tended to be more clustered in the hot spots
and cold spots, as shown in Figure 9A–C.
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5. Summary and Conclusions

This study presents a novel approach for determining the threshold distance required
to compute local spatial autocorrelation to identify clusters of statistical significance. His-
torically, the Euclidean distance has been the predominant method employed to establish a
global clustering distance threshold, even in instances where network-constrained local
spatial autocorrelation models were utilized. However, this approach may not always be
the best fit for identifying clusters of statistical significance, particularly when studying
urban areas where the density of the population and road infrastructure is high.

The method proposed in this study utilizes the K-function and G-function to detect
global clustering patterns in the study areas by identifying the distance at which the
point data exhibit clustering. These methods take into account the underlying network
structure of the study area, which is critical for understanding the spatial patterns of
crashes involving vulnerable road users. One of the key benefits of using the K-function
and G-function is that they can be applied to a wide range of data at a large scale, including
point data and areal data; however, Moran’s Index is scale-dependent. This versatility
makes them a valuable tool for practitioners in different fields, such as transportation
planning, traffic safety, and public health. Additionally, the R package “SpNetwork” offers
a greater number of distance windows and a larger distance range, resulting in increased
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resolution for selecting an appropriate distance threshold. Conversely, the “Incremental
Spatial Autocorrelation” tool in ArcMap and ArcGIS Pro, which utilizes the Global Moran’s
Index, has a limited number of incremental distance windows (maximum 30). A case study
of San Francisco was conducted and revealed that crashes involving vulnerable road users
were highly concentrated in the downtown area (central business district). One limitation of
this study is that it only focused on one city, San Francisco. Further, we used the crash data
of 2020–2021 as testing data, which may have different traffic volume trends because of the
COVID-19 outbreak and other Non-Pharmaceutical Interventions (NPI), which may have
affected the traffic [67]. Therefore, future work should include more case studies in different
urban areas to validate the proposed methods and to understand the generalizability of
the findings, and use data from a period when COVID-related NPIs were not in place.
Utilizing a larger distance window can negatively impact the autocorrelation results and
using Euclidean distances for the weight matrix calculation rather than the actual network
distances may lead to false indications of strong clustering at shorter distances, particularly
when using the Global Moran’s Index. However, if spatial weights based on the actual
distance and travel time are used as inputs for the Global Moran’s Index, better results may
be obtained. The proposed method of utilizing the K- and G-functions in this study yielded
more clusters than the methods that employ Moran’s I, providing decision-makers with
optimal hot/cold spot locations for crash mitigation. Priority should be given to hot/cold
spots of fatal and severe injury locations, as shown in Figure 10, as an example of hot/cold
spots of fatal crashes as dealing with more hot/cold spots can be one of the challenges.

The study also employed the cross-K- and cross-G-functions to determine the preci-
sion of the outcome from two scenarios using the threshold distances established by the
K-/G-functions as well as from the Moran’s Index. The reference dataset served as the test
data. The analysis of the cross-K- and cross-G-functions showed that when the threshold
distances were determined using the network-constrained K- and G-functions, there was a
greater degree of coherence with the testing data in the spatial patterns compared to when
Euclidean distance-based threshold distances were used in the Moran’s Index analysis. This
method represents a new way of evaluating the accuracy of the outcomes obtained through
different competing methods. The results of this study can be applied by practitioners
in the transportation and urban planning field to improve road safety in urban areas by
identifying specific hot spots where interventions are needed.
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